LCI/DCC Coordinator at Emtunga Engineering Services for
consulting assignments in Sweden & Norway
For Emtunga Engineering Services, which is a Business Area within Emtunga Solutions AB, we are
looking a very structured and accurate LCI/DCC Coordinator who has experience of international
projects. You are offered an employment at Emtunga, working as a consultant with the company's
client. The role as a hired consultant offers a flexible way of working with the opportunity to work
from home, at Emtunga Solutions offices in Gothenburg or Vara and on site with clients in Norway
(approximately 20-25% of working hours). The service is full-time, and access can take place
immediately or by appointment.

Your main responsibilities as a LCI/DCC Coordinator:
In the client's project, which can range from 6 months up to 2-3 years, you will receive concrete
clear tasks and areas of responsibility. You will, for example coordinate and check the delivery of
LCI (Life Cycle Information) according to the requirements before handing over to the customer.
You will also ensure a flow between the client's register to the end customer's register and work
with coordination of LCI and documentation.
In the projects, you will work closely with the client, customers, and employees as well as with your
colleagues in Sweden who have different skills and roles within the project.
If you proceed in the recruitment process, you will receive more information about the current client
as well as your tasks and areas of responsibility in your assignment.

Your personal traits:
We are looking for you who, without prestige, wants to contribute to effective project execution in
an international environment.
The candidate we are looking for is structured, orderly and operational and can handle unforeseen
events, decisions and daily changes with calm and good control. As a person, you are curious and
thorough and keep up to date on the latest in your area of expertise. You should have good social
skills, and by being part of a team you will collaborate internationally with all types of project
employees with different skill levels – with the objective to deliver correctly and on time. We believe
you are a person who can prioritize correctly to reach targets and simultaneously achieving the
expected quality. You are a good listener with communicative and constructive solution-oriented
social skills. We believe a positive attitude to solving problems encountered is a definitive asset in
this type of job.

Your qualifications:
You have a relevant education at university level or technical high school with relevant experience
and we will attach great importance to suitability and accuracy. The candidate we are looking for
has worked with this area before and with technical documentation. You have experience from
document management systems and systems for managing tags. You also have a great ability to
work independently and structured.
You should be able to express yourself well in writing and speaking in English and preferrable
understand Norwegian. If you have previously worked in international assignments, this is a merit.
What can Emtunga Solutions AB offer you?
The company is a modern and attractive employer that offers good conditions for its employees.
You are offered a developing independent job with great personal responsibility and the opportunity
for an internal career. You come to an inclusive workplace where solution-oriented collaboration
and joint activities are prioritized. Salary and other conditions are market-based and the
employment can be taken up immediately. You will be placed at Emtunga Solution AB's office in
Gothenburg or Vara and you will have the opportunity to partially work from home.
The position requires a readiness for monthly travels and approximately 20-25% work abroad per
month (mainly in Norway) at the client's office for reviews, meetings, follow-up on site, etc.
About Emtunga Solutions AB
Emtunga Solutions is a world-leading manufacturer and total supplier of modular turnkey projects,
with 45 years of experience from the offshore industry and 25 years of experience from the global
pharmaceutical industry. In addition to operations in the Offshore and Life science market, the
company also offers modular high-tech solutions for other industrial segments.
Customers in Offshore Living and Life Science place high and challenging demands on quality,
health, safety and the environment. Against this background, Emtunga Solutions has solid
knowledge and long experience of complex projects. The company is in an expansive phase again
after the pandemic. We target sales of approximately SEK 200 million per year and have
approximately 50 employees today. In Sweden, Emtunga Solutions is located in Gothenburg and
Vara with our parent company in Norway.
In addition to the Life Science and Offshore Living Business areas, the company offers its clients
consulting resources in specific areas of expertise under the Emtunga Engineering Services
Business area. More information about Emtunga Solutions AB can be found at www.emtunga.com

Quick facts:
Company: Emtunga Solutions AB
Position: LCI/DCC Coordinator, full time
Access: promptly
Salary: Monthly salary + allowances
Location: Gothenburg / Vara / Norway
Last application date: ASAP - Open for application

Apply today at the following link:
https://www.vegahr.se/jobb/lci-dcc-coordinator-till-emtunga-engineering-services-for-uppdrag-inorge/
The application is only made through www.vegahr.se and we work with ongoing selection. If you
would like further information about the position, you are welcome to contact recruitment consultant
Anette Norling at Vega HR AB, telephone +46 31-701 77 10 or mobile +46 706-28 66 60.
You can also email to: anette.norling@vegahr.se
All applications and contacts are treated confidentially and in accordance with the GDPR.

Ps. Emtunga Engineering Services is growing - we need your help!
Emtunga Solutions AB and the Engineering Services Business are growing and have received
many clients who want consultants in the following disciplines: HVAC, Piping, Structure, Discipline
lead engineers and Project engineers. Feel free to send the following link to those you think might
be interested in a spontaneous application.
https://www.vegahr.se/jobb/konsulter-med-olika-kompetenser-for-projekt-i-norge-och-sverige-tillemtunga-solutions/

